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INTRODUCTION "Elder Scrolls
Online" is an exciting fantasy role-
playing game set in Tamriel, the
land of Skyrim. It is a game where
you build up and develop your
character using the skills you
choose and build your home,
complete quests to earn
experience and items, and face off
against a multitude of formidable
threats. In Elder Scrolls Online, you
can fully enjoy the next generation
of the Elder Scrolls Online game as
a seamless online RPG character or
offline in a dynamic environment
with a vast world. Through
MMORPG’s familiar user-friendly
controls, you can take on epic
quests, explore a vast world and
interact with hundreds of
thousands of other players in the
dynamic world environment. NOTE:
You can experience the MMORPG
"Elder Scrolls Online" offline in a
dynamic environment with a vast
world. Moreover, there are features
available for online play in the
game, such as the ability to
connect with other players, quests,
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and a game world. The Elder
Scrolls Online game does not
require additional software or a
separate service. For more
information on Elder Scrolls Online,
visit www.elderscrollsonline.com.
ABOUT ENGLISH INTERFACES This
is an English-language version of
the game. Please note that the text
language will be displayed in
English. Also note that if you use
an international language, the text
in the game may not be displayed
in your language. INTERACT WITH
US Elder Scrolls Online can be
played with English as the text
language, so we are excited to
hear from you and provide you with
detailed information about the
game, including answers to any
questions you may have. If you
have questions regarding the
game’s content, please email
Support at
esog.en.elderscrolls.com. For
issues involving payment and
activation, please contact
Customer Service at
esog.en.elderscrolls.com.1. Field of
the Invention The invention relates
generally to a method and
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apparatus for providing a reduced
blocking solid core. More
particularly, this invention relates
to a method and apparatus for
providing a reduced blocking solid
core cable having a selectable
transition length for the cable. 2.
Description of the Prior Art Cable
television transmission systems of
the type depicted in FIG. 1 are
used to transmit
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Features Key:
A global game with a vast and diverse world where you can freely create
your own character
An EPIC fantasy drama in which the various thoughts of the characters
intersect
Create a player in any case and enjoy an adventure story that expands
around that player
Multiplayer with dedicated servers and asynchronous matchmaking that
supports different play styles
Classless character development in a fantasy world
Develop your character, including character expressions, with an unique
array of equipment
Simple but deep gameplay mechanics that allow you to experience the
change as your character gains experience
Enjoy a multilayered story with SHIP, World Map and NPC dialogues that
go beyond the animation of the characters
Innovative and compelling mechanics that encourage and reward hard
work
Continue the story of the past through upgrading your Key
Brandish the power of the Elden Ring to not only fight monsters, but to
realize your own desires and build your own society
Develop a deep and lasting story where your decisions affect the future of
the world
Energy Points that you earn in the game are useful at the Trading Post,
used to exchange items in the marketplace
A shop for your character's developments that can be leveled up

Additional information:

Online modes
Shannon Hydration Center and Crafting Station
Laminar Gear Crafting Station (LGS) and Dye Shop and Storage (DSS)
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Offline modes
Battle analysis

Navigation (Navi) Menu
Quick information

The following actions are executed using only the right and left mouse buttons:
• Object selection

• Information/Movement Select
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